COMMERCIAL PROJECTS:
SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL

3001 GALAXY DR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
RIVER POINTE HEALTH CAMPUS
EXPANSION & RENOVATION TO EXISTING PHYSICAL THERAPY WING
JASON SKIDMORE (502) 581-0570 JSKIDMORE@LMHARCHITECTURE.COM

222 S RED BANK RD SUITE L - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
FLOURISH PLANT-BASED EATERY
COB RESTAURANT TO RESTAURANT FIREHOUSE SUBS TO FLOURISH
JASON BARISANO (812) 890-2237 JBARISANO@LAMAR-ARCH.COM

240 N BURKHARDT RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
ART NAILS
COU TO NAIL SALON, MULTI-TENANT BLDG
JASON BARISANO (812) 890-2237 JBARISANO@LAMAR-ARCH.COM

2710 EASTSIDE PARK RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
PLAID & TIMBER LLC
COU TO AXE THROWING RECREATION AND ASSOCIATED OFFICES
JASON BARISANO (812) 890-2237 JBARISANO@LAMAR-ARCH.COM

1120 LINCOLN AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
PENNY JOHNS OG LLC
COU TO PENNY JOHNS / RESTAURANT
MELINDA POOLE (812) 589-3481 MENDY.PENNYJOHNSCOFFEE@GMAIL.COM

14616 FOUNDATION AVE - VANDERBURGH COUNTY
HOOCAT HOLDINGS LLC
NEW INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE FACILITY
JAMES E MORLEY (812) 464-9585 JIM@MORLEYCORP.COM

SUBDIVISIONS:
MINOR SUB W/SIDEWALK WAIVER

BENTWOOD ESTATES II
500 DOWNEN CT - VANDERBURGH COUNTY
MORLEY; DOUGLAS BACON 812-464-9585 DOUGB@MORLEYCORP.COM